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Abstract

The goal of oligonucleotide (oligo) design is to select oligos that optimize a set of design criteria. Oligo design problems are combinatorial in nature and require computationally intensive models to evaluate design criteria. Even relatively small problems can be intractable for brute-force approaches that test every possible combination of oligos, so heuristic approaches must be used to find near-optimal solutions. We present a general reinforcement learning framework, called OligoRL, to solve oligo design problems with complex constraints. OligoRL allows “black-box” design criteria and can be adapted to solve many oligo design problems. We highlight the flexibility of OligoRL by building tools to solve three distinct design problems: 1.) finding pools of random DNA barcodes that lack restriction enzyme recognition sequences (CutFreeRL); 2.) compressing large, non-degenerate oligo pools into smaller degenerate ones (OligoCompressor); and 3.) finding Not-So-Random hexamer primer pools that avoid rRNA and other unwanted transcripts during RNA-seq library preparation (NSR-RL). OligoRL demonstrates how reinforcement learning offers a general solution for complex oligo design problems. OligoRL and its associated software tools are available as a Julia package at http://jensenlab.net/tools.

1 Introduction

Synthesized oligonucleotides (oligos) are a ubiquitous tool in molecular biology. Researchers use multiple design criteria for oligos or oligo pools based on the problem they are trying to solve. Such criteria include alignment to a DNA sequence or genome, avoidance of sequences or genomes, GC content, melting
temperature, or degeneracy (the number of unique sequences in an oligo pool defined by degenerate base codes (Figure 1A))[1–3]. Many oligo pools are designed by a process of elimination. All possible oligos are considered at the start, and the pool is narrowed down until only the candidates that satisfy all criteria remain[4–6]. This strategy may be effective for small problems, but it does not scale well. Increasing the length of an oligo or adding degenerate bases exponentially increases the size of an oligo pool. For example, using only the non-degenerate bases A, C, G, or T, there are 4,096 unique DNA hexamer (6-mer) sequences but 16,777,216 unique 12-mer sequences. If all 15 degenerate bases are allowed, there are 11,390,625 hexamer and 129,746,337,890,625 12-mer sequences[7]. Interactions among short sequences can also lead to combinatorial complexity. For example, designing pools of primers for multiplex PCR amplification requires avoiding primers that form heterodimers. Adding any oligo requires testing for sequence overlap with all other oligos, creating dependencies between all candidates.

A process of elimination creates oligo pools that pass a set of design filters; however, these pools are rarely optimal with respect to the design criteria. There are two obstacles to designing optimal pools. First, the combinatorial structure of oligo design problems makes these problems computationally intractable. Heuristics or sophisticated approximation strategies must be used to find near-optimal solutions since brute-force techniques are impractical. Second, incorporating a traditional optimization framework requires that the design criteria be expressed in a specific way, e.g. as linear, convex, or mixed-integer constraints. Many oligo design criteria cannot be written in this way. For example, the melting temperature of an oligo is a nonlinear, discontinuous function of oligo structure[8], and counting the number of times an oligo binds to a genome would require millions or billions of integer constraints depending on the size of the genome.

Here we describe a general reinforcement learning framework—OligoRL—for designing oligonucleotide pools. OligoRL finds near-optimal (within 10% of the optimal objective value) oligo pools using “black-box” design criteria. We demonstrate the generality of OligoRL by solving three distinct oligo design problems: 1.) finding degenerate barcodes that lack restriction enzyme recognition sites; 2.) compressing a set of individual oligos into a smaller pool of degenerate oligos; and 3.) creating semi-random hexamer libraries that avoid rRNA when preparing RNA-seq libraries. OligoRL solves all three problems using the same rollout algorithm [9], [10]. (Only the reward functions and action spaces are changed to match the design criteria for each problem.) Thus, OligoRL can be used to solve many challenging oligo design problems, including problems with design criteria that are difficult to represent algebraically.
2 Results

2.1 The OligoRL Framework

OligoRL formulates the oligo design problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP)\[11\]. The MDP describes how an agent in a state $s_i$ selects an action $a_i$ that moves the agent to a new state $s_{i+1}$ (Figure 1B). The transition between states is accompanied by a reward $r_i$. The agent’s goal is to select actions that maximize the sum of all the rewards. Our problem is to build an oligo of length $L$ by selecting degenerate base codes at each position. The oligo codes are selected sequentially beginning at the 5’ end. An agent in state $s_i$ has selected the first $i-1$ oligo codes, so the agent begins at state $s_1$, when zero oligo codes have been selected, and finishes at state $s_{L+1}$. The state defines not only how many but also which codes have been selected. An agent that has selected codes $\text{ACG}$ is in a different state than an agent that has selected codes $\text{ACT}$.

Once in state $s_i$, the agent selects the code to place at position $i$. This selection corresponds to the action $a_i$, which is drawn from the set of possible codes $A(s_i)$. The set of allowed codes is state-dependent—the codes selected for the prior positions $1 \ldots i-1$ can change the codes available to the agent at position $i$. Each available code $a_i \in A(s_i)$ has an associated reward $r_i(a_i)$. This reward depends on the entire oligo up to and including position $i$. The final reward $r_L(a_L)$ is based on the entire oligo.

We do not make any assumptions about the reward functions. For example, the reward for an oligo can be based on aligning the oligo to a genome and counting the number or quality of the hits. It is also possible to set all but the final rewards to zero, delaying the reward calculation until the entire oligo has been selected. Furthermore, the reward function can be applied to either a single oligo or an entire oligo pool. The flexibility of the reward function underlies the generality of our approach, but it also requires us to solve the oligo selection problem by simulation.

We use a rollout algorithm to choose the best code at each position. Rollout is a reinforcement learning (RL) technique used to solve large MDPs by simulating trajectories using a computer model \[9\], \[10\]. In state $s_i$ we begin by considering the first code $a_1 \in A(s_i)$. We simulate ahead to the end of the oligo, choosing codes randomly and summing the rewards. By averaging the rewards from many random trajectories, all beginning with action $a_1$, we can estimate the average reward the agent will experience when code $a_1$ is selected. We compute this reward-to-go estimate for all other actions available at state $s_i$. The action we ultimately choose in state $s_i$ corresponds to the maximum reward from the rollout simulations. After the code is selected, we move to the next position (state $s_{i+1}$) and repeat the rollout process starting at the new state.

To demonstrate the flexibility of OligoRL, we apply the framework to three pooled oligo design problems. First, we design pools of random DNA barcodes that lack restriction enzyme recognition sequences. We previously solved this problem using a mathematical programming algorithm called CutFree\[3\]. The
new OligoRL implementation returns near-optimal solutions but is more computationally efficient than CutFree on large problems.

Next, we use OligoRL to implement an oligo compressor. Given a large pool of non-degenerate oligos, the compressor finds a smaller pool of degenerate oligos that contains every sequence (and only those sequences) in the larger pool.

Finally, we use OligoRL to design pools of Not-So-Random (NSR) primers. NSR pools are used to selectively prime reverse transcription in when preparing sequencing libraries. The original NSR pools were designed to avoid hybridization to rRNA transcripts[4]. Using OligoRL, we found smaller NSR pools with increased uniformity across all mRNAs in a representative organism. This final example demonstrates “black-box” reward functions that map the NSR primers to transcriptomes and calculate the uniformity of an NSR pool. Neither of these reward functions can be expressed as algebraic constraints on the OligoRL problem.

2.2 CutFreeRL

DNA barcodes are pools of randomers used to label individual genetic parts. Random barcodes can be problematic for restriction enzyme-based cloning methods since some of the random sequences will contain restriction enzyme recognition sites. The unwanted sites in the barcodes can lead to incorrect DNA constructs or incorrect barcoding.

We previously developed the CutFree algorithm to design degenerate oligo pools that are free from a user-specified set of restriction sites[3]. CutFree is a mixed integer linear program (MILP) that uses constraints to guarantee that the restriction sites do not appear in the resulting degenerate randomers. Users input a set of unwanted restriction sites and the degenerate codes allowed at each position. CutFree uses an MILP solver to maximize the degeneracy of the randomer subject to the restriction site constraints. Unfortunately, the runtime of CutFree increases exponentially when increasing either the number of blocked restriction sites or the length of the randomer. CutFree’s MILP framework also causes large variations in runtime, as the computational difficulty of an MILP can change drastically when even small changes are made to the objective or the constraints. Although CutFree can find provably optimal solutions for many small problems, the algorithm is intractable for large problems with long randomers or many blocked restriction sites.

We used our reinforcement learning framework to develop CutFreeRL, a rollout-based alternative to the CutFree algorithm. Like CutFree, CutFreeRL creates a single degenerate oligo. Beginning at the 5’ end, the agent selects a degenerate base $a_i$ in state $s_i$ to maximize the expected future reward. As we showed with CutFree, maximizing diversity of the randomer is equivalent to maximizing the sum of the log-degeneracy of each individual base[3], so $r_i = \log n_b$ where $n_b$ is the degeneracy of base $b$. (For example, $n_A = n_G = n_C = n_T = 1$, $n_M = 2$, and $n_N = 4$.) Before selecting a base, the agent checks that no unwanted restriction site appears in positions $1 \ldots i$ of the oligo. Unlike the MILP-based CutFree, the check for restriction sites is not encoded algebraically.
Instead, CutFreeRL simply calls a function that matches the unwanted sites against the oligo. The reward for a randomer is set to zero if a simulated oligo contains any of the restriction sites.

We benchmarked CutFreeRL against the original CutFree algorithm by designing randomers of different lengths or numbers of restriction sites. Restriction sites were selected randomly from the set of all commercially available, palindromic, six base pair restriction enzyme recognition sequences in REBASE[12]. As previously shown, CutFree’s runtime increased exponentially when either the randomer length or the number of restriction sites increased (Figure 1C,D).

Conversely, the runtime for CutFreeRL varied linearly with respect to randomer length and the number of restriction sites. This linear response was expected since the rollout algorithm uses a fixed horizon to check if a randomer contains any restriction sites. The horizon extends from the current base back as far as the longest restriction site. Like most MILPs, the original CutFree algorithm scaled exponentially with either the randomer length or the number of restriction sites. For problems with more than five restriction sites and randomers with more than 17 bases, CutFreeRL was faster than the original CutFree algorithm.

Another disadvantage of the original CutFree MILP approach is that the runtimes can change unpredictably when different restriction sites are blocked from randomers of the same length. Rollout-based algorithms have more predictable runtimes than MILPs, and we observed less runtime variation between replicates for CutFreeRL than for the original CutFree approach.

While the original CutFree MILP framework frequently returns a provably optimal solution, CutFreeRL relies on random simulation to find a solution. CutFreeRL is limited to finding near-optimal solution since the rollout algorithm cannot visit the entire combinatoric search space. While the CutFreeRL approach sacrifices returning an optimal solution in order to handle solving larger problems, it returns randomers with degeneracy scores on the same order of magnitude as CutFree (Figure 1E). As expected, the degeneracies of oligos found by both approaches decreased exponentially as the number of restriction sites increased; however, there was no significant interaction between the number of restriction sites and the choice of method (CutFree or CutFreeRL), indicating that both CutFree and CutFreeRL scale similarly (p > 0.085, t-test).

2.3 OligoCompressor

Experimenters may have preexisting pools of oligos for a genomic assay. For example, Not-So-Random (NSR) reverse transcription primers selectively enrich mRNA transcripts when creating RNA-seq libraries[4]. Such pools bypass expensive and time consuming rRNA depletion steps. The cost of a set of oligos depends on the number of synthesis reactions. Synthesizing each oligo separately is often cost-prohibitive for large pools like NSR RNA-seq primers. However, synthesizing an oligo containing degenerate bases costs the same as synthesizing a single oligo sequence. It is possible that a set of oligos can be reduced to fewer synthesis reactions by compressing together similar sequences using ambiguous
base codes. The resulting pool would be made up of degenerate oligos that encode the same information as the original uncompressed pool. Depending on the degree of similarity within sequence subsets, compressed oligo pools could substantially reduce synthesis costs.

We used the OligoRL framework to develop OligoCompressor. Given a pool of oligo sequences, OligoCompressor finds a smaller pool of degenerate oligos that contains the same sequences. By defining the reward function and action spaces, we ensure that OligoCompressor finds the smallest equivalent pool without introducing sequences not found in the original pool. The compressor follows a stepwise greedy approach where the agent is rewarded for maximizing the number of oligos from the original pool it can capture within a single degenerate oligo (Figure 2A). The agent is also constrained such that it can only capture oligos from the original pool, with prohibitively large penalties for incorporating sequences not found in the original pool. After a degenerate oligo has been selected, all of the sequences captured by that oligo are removed from the original pool, and the oligo selection process repeats until all sequences from the original pool have been captured.

OligoCompressor implements a dynamic action space to improve performance (Figure 2B). Since the sequences that OligoCompressor is trying to capture are known a priori, we can limit the action choices at each nucleotide position to only the bases in the target pool at that position. For example, if every remaining oligo in the target pool has either an A or T in the final position, then the agent doesn’t need to waste simulations by testing oligos that end in G or C. In this scenario, we can reduce the size of the action space for the agent at the final nucleotide position from 15 degenerate base codes down to three (A, T, or W). Furthermore, as the agent selects nucleotides, it commits to matching only a subset of the original pool. For example, an agent that selected a W for the first position can ignore any oligos in the target pool that do not start with an A or T. (The oligos that begin with G or C will need to be matched by a subsequent degenerate oligo.) Limiting the available actions and setting aside the unmatched oligos quickly eliminates unnecessary simulations and reduces OligoCompressor’s runtime.

To assess the performance of OligoCompressor, we randomly generated hexamer pools of varying size and compressed them using the OligoRL framework. The degree of compression generally increased with the size of the starting pool (Figure 2C). This is expected since a pool of 1,000 random oligos is more likely to contain groups of similar, “compressible” oligos than a smaller pool of 100 oligos. We observed that OligoCompressor became increasingly effective when the number of the oligos in the pool approached the upper bound of 4,096 possible hexamer sequences. At approximately 2,500 starting oligos, the compressed pool size peaked around 800 oligos. Starting pools with more than 2,500 oligos could be compressed into even fewer oligos. As an extreme case, running OligoCompressor on a starting pool with all 4,096 possible hexamers returned the single degenerate oligo: NNNNNN.

OligoCompressor iterates by adding a single degenerate oligo until it captures every oligo in the starting pool. Its runtime therefore depends on both
the number of iterations and the difficulty of finding a valid oligo during each iteration. The runtimes for OligoCompressor followed the same pattern as the degree of compression (Figure 2D). Pools with more than 2,500 starting oligos, for example, compressed faster because they produced fewer, more degenerate oligos and required fewer iterations to capture the starting pool. Interestingly, there was a quadratic relationship between runtime and pool size for small pool sizes (< 500 oligos). Since the degree of compression is relatively low for these smaller pools, the algorithm uses more iterations and must check itself against a larger fraction of the starting pool during each iteration. The relationship between runtime and pool size became linear for larger pools because each oligo selection iteration removed a larger fraction of the starting pool, reducing both the number of iterations and the runtime of each iteration.

We performed simulations to test how efficiently OligoCompressor can reduce pools of hexamers. We randomly selected degenerate, pre-compressed pools of 10 oligos of varying degeneracy and expanded the pools into a non-degenerate starting pool. The expanded pools contained between 30–150 oligos. We then used OligoCompressor to re-compress the expanded pools and compared the size of the re-compressed pools to the size of the pre-compressed pools (Figure 2E). On average, OligoCompressor returned a solution that contained 16.8 ± 3.7 oligos, while the largest solution contained 23 oligos for an expanded pool of 145 oligos. These results suggest that like CutFreeRL, OligoCompressor returns near-optimal solutions.

OligoCompressor excels at compressing pools of short oligos such as NSR primer pools used in single-cell RNA-seq. The compressed pools are equivalent to the uncompressed pools but cost less to manufacture. For example, a recently published NSR pool for mammalian single-cell RNA-seq contains 408 non-degenerate oligos[13]. OligoCompressor reduced the same set of sequences to 262 degenerate oligos—a savings of 36%. We can also use the OligoRL framework to directly design pools of NSR primers and tune the pool to specific design criteria.

2.4 NSR-RL

CutFreeRL and OligoCompressor use straightforward reward functions (sequence degeneracy and number of oligos matched) to search for optimal solutions. Both algorithms incorporate sequence alignment to find restriction sites or to compare short oligo sequences. As a final example, we use OligoRL to find oligo pools using a complex, multivariate reward function that uses a computationally-intensive sequence search across an entire transcriptome. Our goal is to find an optimal pool of Not-So-Random (NSR) primers that 1.) avoid rRNA, tRNA, or transcripts from any unwanted genes, 2.) bind to every gene in a target set at least once, 3.) uniformly cover the transcripts from targeted genes, and 4.) use the smallest number of oligos necessary to meet objectives 1–3.

Highly abundant transcripts from rRNA and tRNA genes constitute up to 95% of the RNA in the cell[14]. If these transcripts are not removed before sequencing, they can vastly inflate the sequencing cost needed to quantify the
abundance of mRNA. In bulk RNA from eukaryotes, mRNA transcripts can be enriched by polyT selection; however, prokaryotic mRNAs are not polyadenylated, and the highly abundant rRNA transcripts must instead be removed by physical capture with silica columns or magnetic beads[15]–[17]. Column- and bead-based separations are not possible in single-cell RNA-seq studies where libraries are prepared from picograms of RNA in droplets or microwells.

Some RNA-seq protocols use random hexamers to prime reverse transcription. The hexamers bind randomly across the transcriptome, so libraries made from total RNA will be dominated by rRNA. Recently, NSR primers have been used to selectively amplify non-rRNA sequences[4]. An NSR pool contains only the hexamers that are not found in the rRNA genes, so rRNA transcripts are not primed for reverse transcription and subsequent amplification.

Current workflows for designing NSR hexamer primers start with a pool of all 4,906 possible hexamers and remove hexamers that appear in the undesired transcripts. The remaining hexamers are aligned to the rest of the transcriptome. The OligoRL framework can improve NSR selection in two ways. First, OligoCompressor can reduce the cost of a brute-force pool by finding degenerate oligos in the pool. As previously shown, OligoCompressor reduced a recently published NSR pool of 408 oligos to 262 degenerate oligos[13]. Second, we can avoid brute-force selection of NSR primers and instead design pools of hexamers with optimal coverage and uniformity. The oligos in brute-force pools are scored individually and may not represent the best overall pool when combined. Current NSR pools are designed only to maximize the number of binding sites in the transcript, leading to skewed coverage of transcripts. We developed a multifaceted reward function that scores NSR primer pools using five criteria:

1. **Specificity.** Each NSR primer is compared to hexamers in rRNA and tRNA genes, sequencing adapters, and the other NSR primers. Any NSR candidate that contains these sequences receives a reward of zero.

2. **Gene count.** The agent receives a reward for any gene hit at least once by an oligo in the pool.

3. **Total hits.** The agent is rewarded for maximizing the total number of hits across the transcriptome.

4. **Intergene uniformity.** The agent is rewarded for placing the same number of hits on each gene.

5. **Introgene uniformity.** The agent is rewarded for uniformly distributing hits across the length of each gene.

Inter- and intragene uniformity are quantified by the distribution uniformity, lower quartile (DULQ) score (Figure 3A)[18]:

\[
\text{DULQ} = \frac{\text{mean(lower quartile)}}{\text{mean(sample)}}
\]
The DULQ is bounded between zero (all hits at a single location) and one (perfect uniformity). Only genes with at least one hit are used to calculate the DULQ. The total reward is the weighted sum of the individual criteria:

\[
\text{reward} = \beta_{\text{gene}} \{\text{gene count}\} + \beta_{\text{hits}} \{\text{total hits}\} + \beta_{\text{inter}} \{\text{intergene uniformity}\} + \beta_{\text{intra}} \{\text{intragene uniformity}\}.
\]

Users can change the weights to emphasize certain criteria when designing primer pools.

We tested the performance of our RL-guided NSR primer design program, called NSR-RL, by designing primer pools using varying weights in the reward function. We compared the NSR-RL pools to primer pools designed using a standard brute-force approach. Both pools targeted the 1.76 Mb *Streptococcus mutans* transcriptome. Changing the reward function weights prioritizes different design criteria. For example, if we are only interested in designing a pool that hits every gene at least once, we can do so by zeroing out the other terms in the reward function. NSR-RL can design a pool that hits every gene using only 10 oligos. A brute-force approach requires 453 oligos to hit every gene even after the final pool is compressed using OligoCompressor.

Rather than minimize the number of oligos, we can use NSR-RL to design a fixed-size pool with improved coverage or uniformity. We used NSR-RL to design a pool containing 100 oligos with nonzero weights for all four criteria in the reward function. The resulting pool exceeded the performance of the compressed brute-force pool (Figure 3B-E). The NSR-RL pool hit every gene in the *S. mutans* transcriptome after only 22 oligos. The NSR-RL pool also placed an average of 993 hits per oligo while the brute-force pool placed an average of 910 hits per oligo. Note that it is impossible to generate more total hits than the brute-force designed pool since the brute-force pool includes all hexamers that are not found in the rRNA or other “unallowable” genes. While the NSR-RL pools contain fewer total hits, the hits are distributed more evenly across the transcriptome as measured by intergene uniformity. Interestingly, we observed that the intergene uniformity score quickly approached a maximum but then oscillated near this value as new oligos were added to the pool. The oscillations indicate that NSR-RL added new oligos that improved the scores of other terms at the expense of intergene uniformity, and vice-versa. The NSR-RL pool’s intragene uniformity matched the performance of the brute-force pool. Users can tune the reward function’s weights to produce NSR primer pools that prioritize either the number of genes hit, total hits, or uniformity. In addition, users can easily add terms to the reward function or create a custom reward to design specialized pools.

NSR-RL’s runtime increases linearly with the size of the problem. We generated NSR pools containing 30 hexamers for an assortment of bacterial transcriptomes ranging between 0.17–9.2 Mb in size. We observed that the algorithm’s runtime scaled linearly with each species’ transcriptome size (Figure 3F).
NSR-RL runtime also increases linearly with the number of oligos in the final pool. The amount of computation required depends heavily on the structure of the reward function. In particular, calculating the intragene uniformity score requires measuring the hit positions of every simulated oligo and calculating the gap distances between each hit position along the length of every gene. Pools designed with reward functions that include intragene uniformity took approximately 50% longer to generate (Figure 3G). We implemented a bypass to skip these calculations if the user is not interested in intragene uniformity, i.e. when the user sets $\beta_{\text{intra}} = 0$.

3 Discussion

OligoRL is a general framework designing optimal pools of oligonucleotides. It requires only a reward function and constraints on the action space for each problem; both can be implemented as “black-box” functions. This study used the OligoRL framework to solve three distinct problems. First, CutFreeRL designs pools of DNA barcodes free of restriction sites. CutFreeRL finds near-optimal pools and scales linearly with the problem size, while the original CutFree algorithm has exponential scaling. The second tool, OligoCompressor, collapses large, non-degenerate oligo pools into smaller degenerate ones. OligoCompressor works best with large pools of short sequences such as hexamers used for RNA-seq library generation. The smaller pools are less expensive to synthesize, allowing researchers to incorporate base modifications, such as 5’ biotinylation, to their pools. Finally, the NSR-RL tool finds hexamer pools using a complex, multivariate reward function. The resulting pools maximize the number and quality of hits across an entire transcriptome while avoiding unwanted transcripts from rRNA and tRNA genes. Pools designed using NSR-RL require fewer oligos and have better intergene uniformity than pools designed using published brute-force design strategies[4].

The rollout algorithms used in OligoRL have been applied to numerous combinatorial optimization problems. Rollout is a stochastic optimization technique that is not guaranteed to return an optimal solution after a single iteration. One option is to use rollout results to incrementally improve the policy; however, this approach is computationally expensive and the improvements after each iteration can be small. Our results indicate that OligoRL returns near-optimal solutions with a single pass (Figures 1E and 2E). Another option is to exploit the stochasticity of rollout and re-run OligoRL several times with different random number seedings. Stochastic optimizers often include multiple restarts and return the best solution. Indeed, re-running the algorithms in this study produced solutions that were better or worse than our reported results.

All reinforcement algorithms require tuning for optimal performance. For NSR-RL, changing the relative weights of the reward function can impact both solution quality and runtime. Users will also need to balance the time spent finding a single solution (by changing the number of rollout simulations) with re-running the algorithm with different random number seeds. Increasing the
A number of simulations will improve the agent’s confidence in the expected reward estimates. We found that 100 simulations under each action provided the best results without excessive runtime. Fortunately, the runtime of OligoRL algorithms scales linearly with the number of simulations, so users can easily estimate runtimes based on previous results.

OligoRL uses true “black-box” reward functions. The quality of a candidate oligo pool can be measured using simple algebraic expressions (like degeneracy of the pool) or complex calculations performed by external software packages (such as genome-wide sequence aligners). NSR-RL has a complex, multifactorial reward function, and calculating rewards makes up the majority of the algorithm’s runtime. Researchers with computationally intensive reward functions may consider approximating the reward with a simpler function. Performing more rollout simulations with a less accurate reward may yield better solutions than fewer simulations with better reward estimates.

OligoRL works best when finding optimal solutions from a large set of valid solutions. When the pool of valid solutions shrinks, the nature of the design problem shifts from finding optimal solutions to finding valid solutions that satisfy the problem’s constraints. Rollout, and therefore OligoRL, performs better at optimization than constraint satisfaction. When valid solutions are difficult to find, OligoRL explores many dead-end solutions with poor rewards. For example, instructing NSR-RL maximize total hits leads to states where there are only a few valid hexamers left. In this scenario, OligoRL randomly samples many hexamers but often fails to find the few valid ones. The invalid simulations do not provide useful information to the agent since all invalid actions appear equally poor. Conversely, when nearly all solutions are valid, OligoRL quickly determines good actions for each state since every simulation provides information about an action.

OligoCompressor and NSR-RL find sets of oligos with differing degeneracy. Some wet-lab protocols suggest oligo pools with equimolar concentrations, so experimenters should be careful to mix the oligos in proportion to their degeneracy. The added mixing complexity is a trade-off for the savings gained when using these tools.

Artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly used in genomic data analysis. This study highlights how AI can improve data collection by optimizing reagents for complex genomic assays. Multiplexed genomic screens need to target thousands of genes while adhering to a large set of biochemical constraints. Such design problems explode combinatorially and are a daunting challenge for traditional optimization techniques. OligoRL demonstrates how reinforcement learning algorithms can simplify complex design problems and find computationally tractable solutions to black box problems. We hope this work will increase the use of AI for designing complex experiments.
4 Methods

4.1 Implementation

OligoRL and all simulation codes are available as a Julia package at http://jensenlab.net/tools. Simulations were run using Julia version 1.2.8 on a 16-core 3.2 GHz AMD Threadripper processor with 48 Gb of RAM (for OligoCompressor and NSR-RL) or a dual-core 1.6 GHz Intel i5 processor with 8 Gb of RAM (for CutFree and CutFreeRL). The original CutFree algorithm was executed in R version 3.6.2 using Gurobi 9.1.1.

The rollout algorithm used in OligoRL can be parallelized at either the action or simulation level. For example, when simulating the reward for a single base, each simulation can be executed in parallel by a separate thread. This study used Julia’s multithreading tools to perform parallel computations on a multicore processor. The code can also be configured for a cluster computing environment where parallel simulations execute on separate machines.

4.2 CutFreeRL Algorithm

CutFreeRL generates a single degenerate oligo that is free of user-specified restriction sites. The specified restriction sites can vary in length up to the length of the final oligo. If any restriction sites are non-palindromic, the reverse complement is added to the list of restriction sites. The user defines the length $L$ of the oligo as well as the acceptable base codes that can be used at each position. (Some oligo synthesis companies restrict the use of certain codes.)

An empty oligo is initialized with $L$ unspecified positions. Starting at the first position (1), a single candidate base code $a$ is selected from the set $A(s_1)$ of allowed codes at position 1. The algorithm simulates ahead to form a candidate oligo that begins with code $a$ at position 1 followed by randomly selected codes through the end of the oligo (positions 2 through $L$). At each position $i$, the code is selected from the set $A(s_i)$ of allowed codes at that position. As codes are selected, the algorithm checks that the newest code does not create a restriction site in the candidate oligo. A (backwards) sliding horizon is used to checking the oligo for restriction sites, with the horizon equal to the length of the longest restriction site. Any codes beyond the window have already been checked for restriction sites when those codes were selected. If all of the allowed codes create a restriction site, the simulation stops and oligo is terminated early. At the end of each simulation (i.e. after a single candidate oligo has been built), the reward function returns the $\log_2$ degeneracy of the candidate. Any prematurely terminated oligo candidate is assigned a $\log_2$ degeneracy of $-100$, a prohibitively large penalty.

CutFreeRL performs many simulations (100–1000) for each allowed base code $a$ at the first position 1. The overall reward for code $a$ is the average reward of the individual simulations. The code with the highest average reward is selected for position 1, and the algorithm moved to the next position 2. The entire simulation procedure is repeated starting at position 2, and so on until
codes have been selected for all \( L \) positions.

Benchmarking experiments were performed on groups of restriction sites selected randomly from the set of all commercially available, palindromic, hexamer restriction enzymes in REBASE\cite{12}. The groups of restriction sites were blocked from 20 bp oligos using both CutFreeRL and the original CutFree algorithm. Randomly selected sets of five restriction sites were used for experiments that varied the oligo length. All base codes were allowed at every position, and CutFreeRL performed 1000 rollout simulations per action. The following linear model was used to compare the decrease in degeneracy as additional restriction sites are blocked:

\[
\log(\text{degeneracy}) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{ sites} + \beta_2 \text{ CutFreeRL} + \beta_{12} \text{ sites} \cdot \text{CutFreeRL}.
\]

A \( t \)-test on the coefficient \( \beta_{12} \) assessed the significance of the interaction between the number of sites and the choice of algorithm.

### 4.3 OligoCompressor Algorithm

OligoCompressor reduces a large set of non-degenerate oligos (the target pool) into a smaller set of degenerate ones (the compressed pool). OligoCompressor applied a semi-greedy approach that begins by designing a degenerate oligo that matches the largest number of oligos in the target pool. The resulting oligo is added to the compressed pool and the matched sequences are removed from the target pool. OligoCompressor repeats this process until all oligos in the target pool have been matched by an oligo in the compressed pool.

OligoCompressor begins with an empty oligo equal to the length of the oligos in the target pool. Rollout is used to select degenerate bases for each position given the expected future rewards. If at any point a candidate oligo contains a sequence that is not in the original target pool, the simulation is stopped prematurely, and the candidate receives a score of zero; otherwise, the candidate’s score is the number of matched oligos in the target pool. To check if a candidate oligo contains a non-target sequence, the algorithm checks that the degeneracy of the candidate does not exceed the number of matches in the original target pool.

As mentioned previously, OligoCompressor updates the action space of allowed bases as it builds candidate oligos (Figure 2B). For example, if the algorithm selects code \( T \) at position 1, the action spaces for the remaining positions are limited to only those codes that appear in oligos that begin with \( T \). If code \( A \) is selected for position 2, the action space for positions 3 and beyond are further restricted to bases that appear in target oligos beginning with \( TA \). Shrinking the action spaces prevents unnecessary simulations by skipping codes that are guaranteed to end prematurely when the candidate does not match any target oligos. It is especially useful near the end of the algorithm when the few remaining target sequences need to be added individually to the compressed pool.

To benchmark OligoCompressor (Figure 2C,D), pools of random hexamers of size 50–4,096 were sampled without replacement from the set of all possible
hexamers. To test compression efficiency (Figure 2e), pools of 10 degenerate oligos were constructed that contained 30 to 150 unique oligos. Each degenerate oligo was generated by sampling bases as Poisson random variable ranging from degeneracy 1 (A, T, G, or C) to degeneracy 4 (N). The degeneracy of each pool was tuned by changing the Poisson rate parameter (λ). Each pool of 10 degenerate oligos was expanded and then re-compressed using OligoCompressor. All benchmarking experiments used 100 rollout simulations per action; no differences in compression efficiency were observed using 1000 simulations per action.

4.4 NSR-RL Algorithm

NSR-RL designs Not-So-Random primer pools for RNA-seq library preparation and other multiplex genomic assays. Users supply two sequence files containing 1.) “targeted” transcripts that should be targeted by the NSR primers, and 2.) “unallowed” transcripts to avoid, e.g. transcripts from rRNA and tRNA genes. The user also specifies the number of NSR primers to create and the length of the primers (the default is hexamers).

NSR-RL builds oligos using rollout with dynamic action spaces as described for the OligoCompressor. Candidate oligos are assigned a reward of zero if they hit any unallowed transcript. Palindromic candidates are also assigned a reward of zero since palindromic reverse transcription primers may self-anneal during amplification. Non-palindromic candidate oligos that miss the unallowed transcripts are scored by the multifaceted reward function. The first three terms in the reward are calculated by counting the number of times the oligo hits each targeted sequence. First, the gene count term is the number of genes that are hit at least once. Second, the total hits term is sum of all hits across the transcriptome. Third, the intergene uniformity score is calculated using the DULQ score of all of the hit counts. Calculating the fourth term in the reward, introgene uniformity, requires the gaps between hits to calculate the DULQ for each transcript. Transcripts with a more uniform gap distance distribution will score higher than transcripts with different sized gaps. The overall introgene uniformity score is the average DULQ across all transcripts. We multiply the inter- and introgene uniformity scores by the number of targets, n_targets, to place these rewards on a similar scale as the other terms. The target count and uniformity terms range from 0 to n_targets, while the total hits is term is unbounded. Each term in the reward function has an associated weight β, and the weights can be changed to tune the pools empirically.

After NSR-RL finishes an oligo, the oligo and its reverse complement are added to the list of unallowed sequences to prevent avoid repeats or selecting oligos that could form dimers when the libraries are amplified.

NSR-RL was benchmarked by creating 100 degenerate hexamers targeting the transcriptome of the 1076 Mb transcriptome of Streptococcus mutans strain UA159 (Figure 3B–E). Unless otherwise specified, the reward weights were β gene = 1, β hits = 10^{-4}, β inter = 1, and β intra = 1. To compare NSR-RL runtime with transcriptome size (Figure 3F), 30 degenerate hexamers were designed to target the transcriptomes of 25 species of bacteria (Supplementary
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Figures

Figure 1: CutFreeRL was developed using the OligoRL framework. A. IUB codes specify all combinations of the bases A, C, G, and T. B. An OligoRL agent in state $s_i$ selects an action $a_i$ from the set of available actions $A(s_i)$ in order to move to state $s_{i+1}$. A reward $r_i$ is associated with the selected action. Rollout uses simulations to find the action with the highest expected total reward. The process repeats from state $s_{i+1}$ onward until the entire oligo has been selected. CutFreeRL’s reward function implements a restriction site filter. Oligos that do not contain an unwanted restriction site are scored in proportion to their degeneracy. C. CutFreeRL exhibits better scaling than the original, MILP-based CutFree algorithm as the number of blocked restriction sites increases. D. CutFreeRL solve problems with longer randomers faster than CutFree. CutFreeRL also has less variability in runtimes for large problems. E. Randomers designed with CutFreeRL have lower degeneracy than those designed with CutFree, although the rate of decrease in degeneracy as restriction sites are blocked is the same for both algorithms.
Figure 2: OligoCompressor reduces a large non-degenerate oligo pool into a smaller degenerate pool. A. OligoCompressor builds a degenerate oligo that captures the maximum number of oligos from the target pool. The selection process continues until all target oligos have been captured. B. OligoCompressor adjusts the action space after each base is selected to eliminate unnecessary simulation. After each base is selected, actions that do not correspond to partially-matched oligos are removed. C. OligoCompressor can compress pools of random hexamer sequences. A pool with all 4,096 possible hexamers is compressed down to a single degenerate oligo: NNNNNN. D. OligoCompressor builds one degenerate oligo at a time, so the algorithm’s runtime is proportional to the number of oligos in the final compressed pool. Runtimes are shown for ten random pools at each original pool size. E. OligoCompressor’s efficiency was tested by decompressing and re-compressing randomly generating degenerate pools of 10 oligos. The decompressed pools contained between 30–150 sequences.
Figure 3: NSR-RL creates hexamer pools using a multivariate reward function. 

A. Intergene uniformity measures the distribution of hits per gene. Intragene uniformity measures the distribution of hits across the length of each gene. Both uniformity scores range from [0, 1]. NSR hexamer libraries produced by NSR-RL were compared to a pool of 453 hexamers produced by a standard brute-force approach and compressed by OligoCompressor. The libraries were compared across four criteria: the number of unique genes hit at least once (B), the total number of hits (C), intergene uniformity (D), and intragene uniformity (E). The dashed black lines show the performance of the brute-force pool, and the solid red lines show the performance of the NSR-RL pool as each hexamer is added to the pool. NSR-RL hit every target with increased intergene uniformity and equivalent intragene uniformity with only 100 oligos. F. NSR-RL’s runtime was measured for pools designed to target bacteria with transcriptomes between 0.17 Mb and 9.2 Mb in size. G. Quantifying intragene uniformity requires calculating the gaps between all hits on each transcript. Consequently, the runtime of NSR-RL decreases when intragene uniformity is removed from the reward function by setting the associated weight $\beta_{\text{intra}} = 0$. 
